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States

Thanks to our wire rolling technology we are able to offer our customers the flat wire and square wire they need, responding faithfully to 
the specific needs of each project.

With our production process we pursue the most comprehensive specialisation in wire rolling in order to provide our customers with the 
exact wire solution they need for the manufacture of their products.

Our customer-centric approach drives us to optimise our processes and resources to deliver optimal results, without 
compromising on quality.
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Excellence in service, we are a guaranteed partner from start to finish.
At Vinco, we pride ourselves on being a reliable partner to our customers, providing excellent service from start to finish of every project. 
We are committed to providing personalised assistance and effective solutions to ensure the success of every collaboration.

 

Rolled wire
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We adapt to specific packaging needs, with different types of reels to suit the 
customer's choice.
Understanding the importance of proper packaging, we offer a wide range of packaging options, including wooden, plastic and metal 
reels, as well as cardboard cores, to suit your individual preferences.

 

Range of sizes and qualities of laminated wire
With a wide variety of sizes and specifications available, our wire rolling process is designed to meet our customers' most demanding 
needs. Whether for industrial or commercial applications, you can rely on the quality and versatility of our flat wire products.

Gráfica. Capacidades*:Gama de alambres planos y cuadrados.
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Natural-edged rolled wire, flat-edged rectangular rolled wire and square wire are 
available as standard.
At Vinco, we offer the possibility of supplying rolled wire with natural edges or rectangular rolled wire with flat edges, according to the 
specific preferences and requirements of each customer. Our commitment to customisation ensures that you get the product perfectly 
tailored to your needs.

 

Consult with our wire experts in the capabilities, we cater to the needs of our 
clients on a case-by-case basis.
We are here to help you find the perfect solution for your specific needs, whether you need technical assistance, product 
recommendations or additional information.

 


